StowTown Records Signs The Perrys
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StowTown Records is honored to announce the exclusive signing of The Perrys - undisputedly
one of the leading names in Southern Gospel music - to its growing family of artists.
Inked during a celebration at the offices of Provident/Sony Distribution, this new partnership between the legendary Perrys and StowTown founders Ernie Haase and Wayne Haun - is a
natural outgrowth of the mutual respect, friendship and admiration built throughout the years
they've shared stages across the country. Haase is quick to explain his excitement about the
signing: “I have known Libbi and Tracy for about 20 years now. They are my favorite kind of
people -- humble and full of the love of Jesus. It is my honor to finally get to work with them. I
believe the best is yet to come!”
One of the most-awarded groups in Southern Gospel music during their storied 41-year career,
The Perrys’ roster currently includes Libbi Perry Stuffle -- the unforgettable alto who carries on
the family legacy, her husband and beloved bass singer Tracy Stuffle, their son Jared (JK)
Stuffle -- assisting on bass vocals, lead singer David Ragan, and baritone Bryan Walker.
2013 has been a challenging year for The Perrys, with the ongoing recovery of Tracy Stuffle
after his initial stroke in January. However, Tracy's recent return to selected dates and featured
songs with the group serves as a picture of grace and hope to the prayer warriors who have
joined The Perrys on this journey of faith. Tracy -- who signed the contract himself -- is clearly
grateful: “Lib and I, along with our guys, Bryan, David, and JK, are so excited about our joint
venture with StowTown Records and Provident/Sony Distribution. We look forward to many
years of a lasting relationship with both companies. We have always had a wonderful
relationship with our long-time producer Wayne Haun, and are excited that this new chapter will
still include him. We are very
much looking forward to what the Lord and the future is gonna hold for The Perrys.”
Their new project is expected to release in March 2014, so fans should follow The Perrys on
social media for updates on the recording process, as well as upcoming concerts, events, and
Tracy's recovery. Libbi's heartfelt updates and prayer postings on Facebook have also become
a must-read for both new and long-time fans of the group.
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